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Photodissociation of the ozone molecule at 193.4 nm (6.41 eV) and 157.6 nm (7.87 eV) is studied by
fast-beam translational spectroscopy. Coincident detection of the dissociation products allows direct
observation of the 3-fragment channel and determination of its kinematic parameters. The results
indicate that at each wavelength, 3-fragment dissociation proceeds through synchronous concerted
bond breaking, but the energy partitioning among the fragments is different. The branching fraction
of the 3-fragment channel increases from 5.2(6)% at 193.4 nm to 26(4)% at 157.6 nm, in agreement
with previous studies. It is shown that vibrational excitation of the symmetric stretch mode in O3
molecules created by photodetachment of O−
3 anion enhances the absorption efficiency, especially at
193.4 nm, but does not have a strong effect on the 3-fragment dissociation. © 2014 AIP Publishing
LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4882644]
I. INTRODUCTION

The photodissociation of ozone is arguably the most important reaction in the photochemistry of Earth’s atmosphere,
as it provides a protective shield against harmful ultraviolet
radiation from the Sun.1, 2 This protection arises from efficient absorption by ozone at wavelengths between 200 and
300 nm known as the Hartley band. Radiation within this
spectral range would otherwise reach the Earth’s surface with
detrimental effects to life, causing damage to DNA and other
biomolecules.3 While the photochemistry of ozone has been
studied extensively in this spectral region, its photodissociation at higher photon energies is less well-characterized, owing to the lower solar flux, coupled with the high absorption
cross-section of molecular oxygen at λ < 200 nm.4, 5 As such,
ozone absorption is considered less important at these wavelengths, but ozone does have a weak, unnamed absorption
band between 150 and 200 nm.6, 7 In this study, we investigate the photodissociation of O3 at 193.4 and 157.6 nm, with
the specific goal of characterizing the 3-fragment O3 → 3 O
channel.
The photodissociation of ozone at 193 nm (6.4 eV) has
been the subject of several experimental studies,8–13 mostly
regarding the dominant O3 → O2 + O process. Two of these
studies are of particular importance for the present work.
Measurements of the quantum yield of both O(3 P) and O(1 D)
atoms reported in Ref. 14 revealed a quantum yield greater
than unity (1.20 ± 0.15). This result was attributed to a small
contribution (∼12%) from 3-fragment dissociation of O3 to
form three O(3 P) atoms. This dissociation pathway becomes
energetically available at ∼6.2 eV (λ  200 nm) and is thus
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just barely accessible at 193 nm (6.4 eV). It was also observed
by photofragment translational spectroscopy9 at 193 nm as a
very sharp feature at low translational energy. In that work,
3-fragment dissociation was estimated to be ∼2% of the total
fragmentation.
Ozone photodissociation at wavelengths shorter than
193 nm has received very little experimental attention. In
measurements8 of the O atom quantum yield at 157 nm, the
3-fragment dissociation channel has been found much more
prevalent than at 193 nm, constituting about half of the total fragmentation at this wavelength. It was speculated that
this process occurs in two stages involving the initial formation of a triplet O2 intermediate with internal energy higher
than the O–O bond energy, which then undergoes secondary
dissociation.
Theoretical work related to photoexcitation beyond the
Hartley band is also very scarce.7, 15 It is mainly devoted to
the absorption cross-section and only briefly touches on the
2-fragment dissociation dynamics. Although the electronic
states of O3 lying in the relevant energy range correlate to the
3O(3 P) fragments, the 3-fragment dissociation channel has
not been considered so far.
Three-fragment dissociation resulting from photoexcitation, charge exchange, or collisions has been observed in other
molecules, such as H3 16, 17 and sym-triazine,18 directly or deduced from product distributions (see Refs. 19–23 for some
examples). A central question in such processes is whether
the dissociation occurs through a concerted pathway, in which
both bonds break simultaneously, or by a sequential process, in which one bond breaks first, leaving a highly excited
intermediate fragment that dissociates after some delay.19
This question is difficult to address with conventional, noncoincidence, experimental methods, as 3-fragment dissociation is not observed directly but rather inferred from measurements of only one of the fragments. However, fast-beam
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photodissociation experiments capable of making a time- and
position-sensitive measurement of all three fragments in coincidence have proven successful in gaining additional insight
into 3-fragment dissociation mechanisms.16, 24
Although coincident measurements have been used to
investigate 3-fragment dissociative recombination of the O+
3
nhv

cation25 and the Coulomb explosion of ozone O3 −−→
+ 26
the present work is the first fast-beam coinO3+
3 → 3O ,
cident study of 3-fragment photodissociation of neutral O3 .
We obtained kinetic energy distributions and branching ratios between 2-fragment and 3-fragment dissociation channels at both 193.4 and 157.6 nm. With the aid of Dalitz plot
analysis,27 we provide evidence for a concerted 3-fragment
dissociation mechanism.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The fast-beam coincidence translational spectrometer
used in this study has been described elsewhere.28–30 Briefly,
neat O2 at 7 bar backing pressure is expanded into a vacuum chamber through an Even–Lavie pulsed solenoid valve31
equipped with a DC discharge region to produce O−
3 . At the
nozzle exit, the molecular beam is also intersected by a 1 keV
electron beam from a home-built electron gun to increase the
amount of O−
3 . Resulting anions are then electrostatically accelerated to a beam energy of 8 keV and mass-selected using
a Bakker-type mass spectrometer32, 33 that imparts negligible
kinetic energy spread to the ion beam. Mass-selected ozonide
is then photodetached at 400 nm (3.10 eV) with an excimerpumped dye laser (Lambda-Physik LPX-200 and LambdaPhysik FL 3002) to produce a fast beam of neutral ozone.
Ideally, a detachment photon energy just above the electron affinity of ozone (2.10 eV34 ) would be preferred in order
to create neutral molecules with as little internal energy as
possible. However, near the photodetachment threshold, the
relatively weak anion photodetachment is overwhelmed by
−
−
O−
3 photodissociation, which leads to O2 + O (and O2 + O
at hν  2.7 eV) fragments35, 36 that contaminate the studied O3 photodissociation products. Therefore, a significantly
higher energy (3.10 eV), at which the photodissociation crosssection drops and detachment becomes more favorable,36 was
used in the present work. This higher photodetachment energy
results in population of O3 vibrational levels up to the dissociation limit (∼1.06 eV) with a distribution determined by
Franck–Condon factors between the anion and neutral, similar to the distribution seen in the photoelectron spectrum of
34
O−
3.
Following detachment, the remaining ions are deflected
from the beam, yielding a fast beam of neutral O3 (along with
some neutral O2 and O fragments). This neutral packet is then
intersected by an ultraviolet (UV) pulse from a second excimer laser (GAM EX-50F) at either 193.4 nm (6.41 eV, ArF)
or 157.6 nm (7.87 eV, F2 ). Fragments from O3 photodissociation (O2 + O or 3O) recoil from the beam axis and strike
a time- and position-sensitive detector located ∼2 m downstream of the photodissociation region, while undissociated
parent molecules are blocked by a beam block (4 mm radius)
in front of the detector.

The position and arrival time of each fragment are measured in coincidence for each dissociation event with a Roentdek Hex80 delay-line anode detector.37 The detector consists
of a Z stack of microchannel plates (MCP) (75 mm diameter,
40:1 aspect ratio) mounted in front of an anode comprising
three layers of delay lines. After an impinging particle strikes
the MCP stack, the resulting electron cloud is collected by the
delay lines. The difference between the arrival times of the
signal pulse at the opposite ends of each line yields one dimension of the particle position, whereas the average arrival
time yields the particle arrival time (delayed by a constant
amount). Combining such measurements from the three layers yields the two-dimensional position and arrival time for
each particle, even if several fragments hit the detector within
a short time interval. The time and position resolution are estimated to be 100 ps and 100 μm, respectively.30 Based on calibration experiments using the predissociation from the B 3 u−
state of O2 , the kinetic energy resolution (E/E) is measured
to be ∼0.8%.38
Due to the presence of the beam block and the finite size
of the detector, some events with very low or high translational energies in at least one of the fragments cannot be
detected, depending on their recoil directions relative to the
detector. To account for these effects, all presented distributions were obtained by correcting the raw data with a detector
acceptance function (DAF, see below).
III. DATA ANALYSIS

The time and position measurements yield laboratoryframe velocities of all fragments in the dissociation event,
which can be easily converted to center-of-mass (COM) velocities vi . For 3-fragment dissociation, due to conservation of
total momentum, the intensity distribution in the COM frame
is 6-dimensional (6D) and can be considered as a function of
velocity vectors of any two fragments. However, more insight
into the dynamics can be gained by representing this distribution in another set of more symmetric variables. Namely, 3
degrees of freedom corresponding to COM kinetic energies
Ei = mi v2i /2

(1)

of the fragments can be accounted for by 3 “energetic” variables: the kinetic energy release (KER)
E=

3


Ei ,

(2)

i=1

describing the total kinetic energy of the fragments, and the
2-dimensional coordinates in the Dalitz plot,27 which is a convenient way to represent kinetic energy fractions
εi = Ei /E

(3)

of each fragment. The remaining 3 degrees of freedom correspond to “orientational” variables and can be described by
Euler angles (the rotation angle about the photon polarization
axis, the angle between the axis and the dissociation plane,
and the in-plane rotation angle).
Although a strong anisotropy has been observed previously in 2-fragment photodissociation of ozone (O3 → O2
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+ O) in the Hartley band (at hν ≈ 5.5 eV),39 experiments at
shorter wavelengths (down to 193 nm)9, 13 have shown that
at higher photon energies the anisotropy decreases and eventually changes its sign due to a contribution from a higherlying electronic state with a different symmetry. Moreover, in
the case of an unpolarized laser excitation, as in our experiments, the observed distribution is averaged over polarizations, so that the apparent anisotropy in the laboratory frame
is reduced.40 This suggests that even if the 2- and 3-fragment
dissociation processes might be fairly anisotropic for each
particular electronic state, the likely participation of several
excited states (see below) producing different anisotropies
in the dissociation and this effect of averaging over laser
polarizations should lead to a relatively isotropic distribution in the measured data. Analysis of 2-fragment dissociation data in our experiments did not reveal any significant
anisotropy at either of the used photon energies, suggesting
that the observed 3-fragment distributions are also likely to
be relatively isotropic. In addition, the small amount of data
collected in the experiments (2000 3-fragment events at
each wavelength) is clearly insufficient to reliably determine
the complete full-dimensional distribution and reconstruct the
smeared and overlapping contributions from each particular
vibrational level. Therefore, we decided to assume that the
distribution is totally isotropic with respect to all “orientational” degrees of freedom, and analyzed only the 3D “energetic” distribution.
However, coincident detection of an event is possible if
and only if all 3 fragments hit the sensitive area of the detector, and their trajectories depend on all the 6 kinematic
parameters mentioned above. The detector acceptance function, therefore, was calculated by numerical integration in
the full 6D space (using the actual geometric parameters
of the setup) and over the parent beam distribution (obtained from analysis of the data) and then reduced to a 3D
DAF under the assumptions of isotropic dissociation. The
experimental data were binned to obtain a “raw” empirical distribution, which was then divided by this DAF to obtain an estimation of the underlying “true” (DAF-corrected)
distribution.
By integrating over energy partitioning, the 3D distributions can be reduced to a kinetic energy release distribution (KED), which is 1-dimensional. In addition, the energy partitioning, either for particular KER or integrated over
KERs, can be conveniently represented by 2-dimensional
Dalitz plots.27 Since several somewhat different diagrams are
currently referred to as “Dalitz plots,” it is necessary to define the convention used in the presented work. By Dalitz plot
we mean the intensity distribution plotted in barycentric coordinates as a function of kinetic energy fractions εi . Since
0 ≤ εi ≤ 1, all physically meaningful points lie inside the corresponding triangle (see Fig. 2). In addition, for fragments of
equal masses, conservation of the total momentum limits the
available area to the inscribed circle. For dissociation into indistinguishable fragments, as in our case, the plot must have
D3 planar symmetry, which means that only one sixth part
of it is unique. Nevertheless, we show the complete plots,
so that all features can be seen in context, without artificial
boundaries.

J. Chem. Phys. 140, 234304 (2014)

FIG. 1. Kinetic energy distributions in 3-fragment photodissociation of O3 at
157.6 nm (top panel) and 193.4 nm (bottom panel). Bin size is 0.01 eV. Gray
bands show ±1σ uncertainty estimates. Dashed lines mark the center of the
origin band and the upper limit of KER for photodissociation of vibrationally
excited parent O3 (determined by its dissociation energy D0 (O3 → O2 + O)).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the kinetic energy distributions obtained
for 3-fragment dissociation at both excitation energies. These
plots show two notable features. First, the spectra are extended and structured, even though all three fragments are
atomic species. This result reflects the fact that the parent O3
molecules are formed in a range of vibrational levels because
the photodetachment energy lies well above the electron affinity of ozone. Photodissociation from each level results in a
different kinetic energy release for the fragments:
E = hν − D0 (O3 → 3O) + Evib,rot (O3 ).

(4)

Hence, each peak in the spectrum can in principle be assigned
to a specific vibrational level of O3 .
At each photoexcitation energy, the vertical dashed line
at low KER in Fig. 1 corresponds to photodissociation of
O3 from its ground vibrational level, while the higher-energy
dashed line is offset by the maximal possible O3 vibrational
energy. As expected, all the signal lies between these two limits. Positions of the origin peaks in the KEDs measured at both
photoexcitation energies are also in good agreement with the
values expected from the currently known value of the dissociation energy D0 (O3 → 3O) = D0 (O3 → O2 + O) + D0 (O2 )
≈ 6.18 eV (using D0 (O3 → O2 + O) ≈ 1.06 eV41 and D0 (O2 )
≈ 5.12 eV42 ).
A second key observation is that the relative intensities of
these peaks are different at 193.4 and 157.6 nm, even though
the parent O3 molecules were produced identically in all
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partitionings, but a large share of the intensity is concentrated
in three spots corresponding to approximately equal fractions
of energy in two of the fragments and slightly smaller (for
193.4 nm) or somewhat larger (for 157.6 nm) fraction in the
other fragment.
The KEDs for 2-fragment dissociation O3 → O2 + O
were also determined from corresponding coincident measurements; see the supplementary material.43 These distributions cover a much wider KER range than the 3-fragment
distributions, reflecting the much larger available energy for
2-fragment dissociation. They show no vibrational structure,
owing to the combination of the initial broad distribution of
O3 vibrational levels with the presence of additional product
degrees of freedom associated with the rovibrational states of
the O2 fragment. Moreover, the O2 and O fragments are produced in multiple combinations of electronic states.9 No evidence of anisotropy above the noise level was observed in the
distributions at either wavelength. The main utility of these
data in the present work is for estimating the branching ratios between the 2- and 3-fragment channels, as discussed in
Sec. V C.

V. DISCUSSION
A. Kinetic energy distributions
FIG. 2. Dalitz plots for 3-fragment photodissociation of O3 at 157.6 nm (top
panel) and 193.4 nm (bottom panel) integrated over the whole KER range.
Relative intensities are shown by shades of gray ranging from white (no signal) to black (maximal signal).

experiments and thus must have identical vibrational level
populations. This demonstrates that the initial O3 vibrational
distribution is not the sole factor governing the intensities in
the KEDs. One must also consider the relative transition probabilities for electronic excitation from each vibrational level at
these photon energies and the possibility that the branching
ratios between 3-fragment and 2-fragment dissociation depend on both the particular initial O3 vibrational level and
the photoexcitation energy. Therefore, the observed differences between the profiles of the KEDs indicate that at the
two wavelengths, photoexcitation and subsequent dissociation proceed differently.
Figure 2 shows Dalitz plots integrated over the whole
KER spectrum (0.1–1.4 eV for 193.4 nm data and 1.6–2.8 eV
for 157.6 nm, see Fig. 1). Due to the relatively small amount
of data, even these integrated distributions have considerable
shot noise (with standard deviations of intensities no less than
15%). Also, as mentioned above, the presence of the beam
block causes a significant decrease in the DAF for events with
very small energy in one of the fragments. This effect is responsible for the high-intensity artifact in εi ≈ 0 regions in the
193.4 nm plot, which in fact comes from just 5 events, greatly
amplified by DAF correction.
Nevertheless, the overall structure of the distributions is
evident in the plots. Although these distributions are different
for the two photoexcitation energies, they have some common
properties: nonzero intensities are seen for all possible energy

Since the parent O3 molecules are created by photodetachment of O−
3 , their vibrational populations are determined
by Franck–Condon factors (FCFs) for the photodetachment
transition. Our experimental setup does not have the capability to measure photoelectron spectra, which would allow direct determination of the populations, but we can assume that
the precursor vibrational distribution is similar to that in the
previous experiments34 and use corresponding FCF simulations to infer the expected O3 vibrational distribution. They
show that the noticeably larger bond lengths and a slightly
smaller bond angle in O−
3 than in O3 lead to a long progression
in the symmetric stretch and some excitation of the bending
mode upon detachment.
If all vibrational levels of O3 produced by photodetachment exhibited the same 3-fragment dissociation efficiency,
then the 3-fragment KEDs would be similar to the FC distribution of O3 vibrational levels, and the KEDs at 193.4 and
157.6 nm would have identical profiles merely shifted in energy. As shown in the supplementary material,43 the KED at
157.6 nm is similar to the FC distribution but shows noticeably higher relative intensity in the range 1.8–2.0 eV, which
corresponds to v1 = 1, 2 and combination levels with v2 = 1.
The KED at 193.4 nm shows little resemblance to the FC
distribution, having much higher intensity beyond 0.6 eV,
which corresponds to vibrational levels with v1 ≥ 3. The deviations of both KEDs, especially at 193.4 nm, from that expected based solely on the O3 vibrational distribution means
that we need to consider the details of the photodissociation
mechanism.
Photodissociation of O3 requires photoexcitation to one
(or several) of its excited electronic states, with probabilities governed by corresponding FCFs, and subsequent
break-up into three atomic fragments, which competes with
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2-fragment break-up. These two factors could be separated if
state-resolved branching ratios could be determined. Unfortunately, as mentioned above, in our case the 2-fragment KEDs
are structureless, so that contributions from different O3 levels
overlap and cannot be resolved. On the other hand, the effect
of FCFs on the photoexcitation probabilities can be estimated.
Although the potential energy surface (PES) and vibrational wavefunctions have been thoroughly studied for the
ground electronic state of O3 ,44, 45 studies of the electronically excited states7, 15, 46–48 have been more limited. They are
focused on dissociation of relatively cold molecules into O2
+ O, mostly at lower excitation energies that are relevant to
the ozone UV absorption in the atmosphere. Thus, rigorous
calculations of relevant FCFs from results available in the literature are impossible, and undertaking required electronic
structure and vibrational computations is beyond the scope of
the present work. Nevertheless, PES cuts along the symmetric stretch coordinate (which leads to 3-fragment dissociation)
for electronic states lying in the relevant energy range have
been published7 and can be used for rough estimation of FCF
behavior with respect to the ν 1 mode. Specifically, the classical Franck–Condon principle, which states that electronic
transitions are most likely to occur between classical turning
points,49 allows us to determine the extent of vibrational excitation in the ν 1 mode of the ground electronic state required to
make vertical transitions to the excited electronic states possible for given photoexcitation energies.
This analysis,43 which can be understood from Fig. 3,
shows that while there are electronic states vertically accessi-

FIG. 3. PES cuts along the symmetric stretch coordinate (taken from Fig. 3
of Ref. 7) drawn with line widths proportional to vertical transition dipole
moments from the ground state minimum (Table I of Ref. 7). The vertical
solid line indicates the geometry of the ground state minimum, and the horizontal lines show the energies corresponding to photons with λ = 193.4 and
157.6 nm. The red vertical arrows show the most intense transitions between
classical turning points for vibrationally excited O3 .

J. Chem. Phys. 140, 234304 (2014)

ble near both photodissociation energies (using notation from
Ref. 7: 4 1 A (1 B1 ) for 193.4 nm (6.41 eV) and 6 1 A (1 A1 ) for
157.6 nm (7.87 eV)), their transition dipole moments are relatively small. For 157.6 nm, a stronger transition can occur
to the 8 1 A (1 B2 ) state at a slightly stretched nuclear configuration, requiring ∼0.1 eV of vibrational energy, which corresponds to v1 ≈ 1. For 193.4 nm, the situation is even more remarkable. Here, the vertical transition to the 3 1 A (1 B2 ) state,
which is responsible for the strong absorption in the Hartley
band, requires ∼0.8 eV of vibrational energy, corresponding
to v1 ≈ 6, and reduced bond lengths. These transitions are indicated in Fig. 3 by vertical arrows. Hence, excitation of the
ν 1 vibrational mode should enhance absorption at both wavelengths, and this effect should be particularly pronounced at
193.4 nm.
In order to account for the combined effect of photodetachment and photoexcitation probabilities on the relative intensities I (v1 , v2 , v3 ) in the KEDs, the O3 populations N (v1 , v2 , v3 ) resulting from photodetachment must
be multiplied by relative photoexcitation probabilities f (v1 ,
v2 , v3 ):
I (v1 , v2 , v3 ) ∼ N (v1 , v2 , v3 )f (v1 , v2 , v3 ).

(5)

As a simple approximation, we assume that the photoexcitation FCF distributions for these strongest states can be described by Gaussian functions centered at the corresponding
“vertical” v1 values, and the overall photoexcitation probabilities to the multiple weaker states do not depend on the initial
vibrational level. That is, the photoexcitation probabilities can
be approximated as


(v1 − vc )2
+ fo ,
f (v1 , v2 , v3 ) = fs exp −
(6)
2w 2
where constants fs and fo describe respective contributions
from the strongest and from all other electronic states, vc is the
“vertical” v1 value (6 for 193.4 nm and 1 for 157.6 nm), and
w accounts for the width of this approximated FCF distribution for the strongest state (see the supplementary material).43
We also ignore here the effects of bending and antisymmetric
stretch, since they are only weakly excited in the parent O3 .
However, the bending mode might play an important role, as
discussed later.
A comparison of the resulting distributions with the experimental spectra is shown in Fig. 4. As can be seen, this
rough approximation is able to reproduce the overall trends
in the intensities, although the intensities corresponding to
combination levels (v1 , 1, 0) with one quantum in the bending mode are substantially underestimated, especially for the
(3, 1, 0) and (4, 1, 0) levels in the 193.4 nm distribution. It
is very unlikely that the observed excess in (v1 , 1, 0) intensities is caused by enhanced populations in O3 , since FCF
simulations for the photodetachment step do not allow selective excitation of v2 = 1 levels without also populating
v2 = 2 levels, which do not seem to be enhanced in the experimental spectra. Therefore, the levels with bending excitation might either have higher photoexcitation probabilities
at these photon energies or higher probabilities to dissociate into three fragments. These two possibilities cannot be
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FIG. 4. Comparison of simulated intensity distributions (see text) with experimental KEDs (Fig. 1). Experimental distributions are shown by black lines, simulations by red curves, and blue sticks indicate positions and simulated intensities corresponding to individual O3 (X̃ 1A1 ) vibrational levels marked by vibrational
quantum numbers v1 , v2 , v3 (symmetric stretch, bending, antisymmetric stretch, respectively). Vibrational energies were taken from Ref. 44 (compilation of
experimental data) and Ref. 50 (experimental data for high ν 1 overtones), augmented with Ref. 45 (first-principle calculations) for experimentally unavailable
data. Energies for several states missing in this collection were approximated by separable anharmonic extrapolation.

distinguished based on the available experimental data and
calculations.
It should be noted that the observed peaks have
halfwidths ∼60 meV, almost independent of the kinetic energy, which is much broader than the experimental resolution
(∼20 meV for the highest energies) and the photodissociation
laser bandwidth (15 meV51, 52 ). This broadening cannot be
explained by rotational excitation, since that would require
an unlikely high rotational temperature ∼400 K and produce
appreciably asymmetric peak shapes with long tails towards
higher KER that are not observed in the spectra (moreover, the
peaks in the photoelectron spectrum34 of O−
3 produced in similar conditions were much narrower, suggesting a relatively
low rotational temperature). However, if the electronically excited O∗3 can dissociate into three O(3 PJ ) atoms with various
combinations of spin-orbit states (each J = 0, 1, 2), the maximum KER difference between such channels (3O(3 P2 ) and
3O(3 P0 )) should be about 84 meV, consistent with the observed halfwidths.
Unfortunately, the available theoretical studies of O3
electronic states ignore the spin–orbit structure, and thus cannot provide any information (except very general constraints,
such as parity) about possible product state combinations and

their relative contributions. In addition, even if such correlations can be determined for electronic states that are pure in
some approximation, the actual branchings might be substantially different due to transitions among these “pure” states
caused by various couplings taking place during the dissociation. These effects have been experimentally observed already
for O2 photodissociation38 and can be expected to be much
more complicated for O3 with one more O atom and excitation of multiple electronic states.
Therefore, the observed broadening of the vibrational
peaks is most likely due to dissociation into O(3 PJ ) atoms in
multiple spin–orbit states. The experimental resolution, however, is not sufficient to see these contributions separately, and
the limited amount of data does not allow deconvolution.

B. Dalitz plots

Three-fragment dissociation mechanisms are usually
classified according to the timing between breaking of the
bonds.19 In the synchronous concerted mechanism, the bonds
break simultaneously, leading to symmetric energy partitioning. In asynchronous concerted dissociation, one bond breaks
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after the other with a delay comparable to the vibrational periods, producing an asymmetric but still correlated distribution. In sequential, stepwise dissociation, one fragment leaves
first and the remaining part breaks into 2 fragments later on
a timescale exceeding the rotational period, in which case the
correlation between the 3 fragments is lost.
Dalitz plots provide a one-to-one representation of the
energy partitioning and thus allow a direct visual examination of the correlations among the fragments, elucidating the
underlying dissociation mechanism. Symmetric bond breaking should produce intensities on the symmetry lines of the
plot, while asymmetric bond breaking generally partitions the
energy unequally among all 3 fragments and thus should produce intensity off the symmetry lines. The loss of correlation
in stepwise dissociation leads to intensities smeared along
constant-εi lines, where the energy fraction εi of one of the
fragments is determined at the first dissociation step.18, 24, 53
As mentioned above, most of the intensity in the plots
(Fig. 2) at both photoexcitation energies is concentrated in
three spots. In neither case is the location of these spots very
close to the partitioning corresponding to a sudden recoil
along the bonds from the O3 equilibrium geometry, which
would yield almost equal fractions for all three fragments:
εterminal O =

1
≈ 0.322,
2 + 4 cos(θ/2)2

εcentral O = 1 − 2εterminal O ≈ 0.355,

(7)
(8)

where θ ≈ 116.7◦ is the bond angle.
Nevertheless, the distributions at both photoexcitation
energies show only three spots, corresponding to equal energy fractions for two fragments, which suggests that the dissociation is synchronous concerted rather than asynchronous
concerted, because in the latter case energy fractions for
all three fragments are expected to be different, leading to
six spots in the Dalitz plot. The asynchronous concerted
mechanism can accidentally produce symmetric partitioning, but in the present experiment all three fragments are
indistinguishable, and therefore these two cases cannot be
clearly differentiated. This question can be investigated using O3 isotopomers (e.g., 16 O18 O16 O and/or 18 O16 O16 O),43
but would require much more elaborate experiments. More
insight can be also gained from careful theoretical dynamics
computations.
The difference in the location and size of the spots between the 193.4 and 157.6 nm data is likely due to participation of different electronic states in the dissociation.
Namely, as indicated by FCF analysis above, photoexcitation at 193.4 nm occurs mostly to only one state, and PES
plots7 show that this state does not interact with other states
upon symmetric bond stretching and has only a small gradient in the bending coordinate. That is, the portion of the initial
wavepacket that is not diverted towards 2-fragment dissociation should proceed roughly as symmetric dissociation along
the bonds and resemble the sudden recoil approximation. On
the one hand, the 157.6 nm photodissociation involves multiple electronic states, all of which have intersections accessible by symmetric bond stretching or bending. The dissociation dynamics therefore should be much more complicated

and might be expected to result in larger deviations from the
sudden recoil and a broader final distribution.
The absence of constant-εi lines corresponding to sequential dissociation is not surprising, since a stepwise process would require creation of metastable O2 fragments.
In principle, the minimum of the lowest known metastable
B 3 u− state of O2 lies only ∼1 eV higher than the O2
→ 2O(3 P) dissociation limit, and this state predissociates
to 2O(3 P) fragments through coupling with several repulsive states.38 Thus it should be energetically accessible in
the 157.6 nm case. However, none of the studied O3 electronic states correlates to O2 (B 3 u− ) + O(3 P ) fragments (the
B 3 u− state itself correlates to O(1 D) + O(3 P), which is
∼2 eV above 2O(3 P)), meaning that efficient excitation of
such states probably requires much higher photon energies.
On the other hand, all excited states of O3 in the relevant energy range seem to correlate to 3O(3 P) fragments.7
Moreover, the dipole-accessible states have significant gradients along the symmetric stretch coordinate in the region
of expected ground-state geometries (see Fig. 5 of Ref. 7),
which means that at least immediately after photoexcitation
the molecule should evolve towards symmetric 3-fragment
dissociation. The potential energy surfaces, however, are not
purely repulsive and have saddle points or conical intersections (appearing as avoided crossings in Cs symmetry) at sufficiently extended bond lengths. This severely complicates the
subsequent dynamics, for example leading to preferential dissociation into O2 + O instead of 3O, especially at lower photoexcitation energies. Even if the dissociation proceeds to 3
fragments, the initially symmetric wavepacket, after passing
symmetrically through the region of a saddle point or a conical intersection, can be split into a symmetrized combination
of two asymmetric wavepackets, resulting in less symmetric
energy partitioning.
The energy partitioning obtained in the present experiments at 193.4 nm is close to 2:1:2, which is somewhat
different from the approximately 4:1:4 ratio previously inferred from analysis of non-coincident measurements at this
wavelength.9 At the same time, a coincident study25 of dis−
3
sociative recombination O+
3 + e → 3O( P ), which corresponds to ∼12.5 eV of excitation energy, exhibited almost
1:0:1 energy partitioning resulting from a practically linear recoil arrangement. This is an interesting result, given the initial
O+
3 bent geometry, and differs significantly from the approximately 1:2:1 ratio obtained in the present work at 157.6 nm
(∼7.87 eV) excitation, reinforcing the conclusion that the dissociation process is very sensitive to the involved electronic
states and is not straightforward.
Although the dynamics on the electronically excited
PESs, and hence the energy partitioning among the fragments, can depend on the initial O3 vibrational level, the small
amount of experimental data obtained in the present study
does not permit a meaningful analysis of KER-dependent
Dalitz plots. An examination of Dalitz plots integrated over
KER intervals corresponding to distinct peaks in the KEDs43
shows only that the plots corresponding to the strongest peaks
are more structured, and the plots for weaker peaks are more
uniform. However, taking into account the amount of noise
in these plots, such deviations from the overall Dalitz plots
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(Fig. 2) cannot be considered statistically significant. Another
way to correlate the energy partitioning with the KER is to
compare the overall KED with the KED corresponding to
events lying within the three intense spots in the Dalitz plot.
If these spots are due to dissociation starting from particular vibrational levels, then the associated KED should differ from the overall KED shown in Fig. 1. However, such
comparisons43 also do not show any qualitative differences.

C. Branching ratios

The branching between the 2- and 3-fragment dissociation channels may also depend on the initial vibrational
excitation, but this dependence cannot be discerned from
the present experiments. Whereas vibrational structure in the
3-fragment data is partially resolved, the contributions from
different initial O3 vibrational levels are not distinguishable
in the 2-fragment KEDs (see the supplementary material).43
Thus only the total branchings can be extracted from the data.
The total branching ratios were obtained by comparing
the total intensities (KEDs integrated over all energies) of
the 2- and 3-fragment channels. This procedure, however, is
not straightforward. First, the DAF decreases significantly for
high-energy fragments. For example, at the highest observed
energies in 2-fragment dissociation, only the fragments recoiling in a relatively small solid angle with ∼60◦ aperture
around the beam axis reach the detector. This means that the
anisotropy distribution for high KERs cannot be determined
reliably. Therefore, since the anisotropy parameter estimated
from the scarce data was randomly scattered in the full allowable range, we decided to DAF-correct the 2-fragment distributions as if they were isotropic (see also Sec. III). This may
have led to some systematic errors in the total intensity, but
considerably reduced the random noise propagated to KEDs
from the anisotropy estimations. For the 157.6 nm photodissociation, which produced a weak 2-fragment signal, the noise
remained quite large even with this assumption.
Another factor that must be accounted for is that imperfect detection efficiency of each particle hitting the detector leads to different probabilities of coincident detection
for 2- and 3-fragment events. Namely, if the 1-particle detection probability is p, then the probability of coincident detection of 2-fragment event is P2 = p2 , and that of 3-fragment
event is P3 = p3 . The probability p can vary over a broad
range (from ∼0.3 to almost unity), depending on the speed,
mass, and electronic state of the impacting particle, the particular type of the detector, its age and operating conditions.54–56
However, it can be estimated by comparing the detected number of 3-fragment coincidences with the number of events in
which only 2 out of 3 fragments were detected (with probability P2 of 3 = 3p2 (1 − p)). Such events can be separated from
genuine 2-fragment dissociation, since in the latter case the
COM of the event must lie within the parent beam, whereas
in the former case the COM of the 2 detected fragments is
displaced, and the momentum of the undetected third fragment can be estimated such that the 3-fragment COM lies
within the beam. Unfortunately, the COM spread in the parent beam is not negligible, leading to relatively poor accuracy

J. Chem. Phys. 140, 234304 (2014)

of this reconstruction,43 so that it does not yield useful information for analysis of 3-fragment dissociation as in Ref.
16. Moreover, a relatively large number of false coincidences,
especially in the 193.4 nm data, produce a noticeable background in the reconstructed distributions. Nevertheless, the
structured parts of the distributions are consistent with the coincident 3-fragment data, and the comparison of their intensities yields the value of p = 0.6 ± 0.05 for 1-particle detection
probability.
The branching fractions for the 3-fragment channel obtained from the total DAF-corrected intensities and this 1particle detection probability are 5.2(6)% at 193.4 nm and
26(4)% at 157.6 nm.
In a previous study8 of O3 photodissociation at 157.6 nm,
the branching between 2- and 3-fragment dissociation was
inferred from indirect measurements (fluorescence in a gas
cell). It was estimated that, on average, dissociation of each
O3 molecule produces approximately two O atoms, which
means that the O + O2 and 3O channels have approximately
equal probabilities. The 3-fragment fraction in photodissociation at 193 nm extracted from similar indirect measurements14
was ∼12% (with a large uncertainty). In a later molecularbeam study,9 this fraction was estimated as ∼2% from fitting
the O atom time-of-flight spectra with a simple model for the
3-fragment distribution.
Our results are consistent with previous work in that the
3-fragment branching fraction is higher at 157.6 nm than at
193.4 nm. However, the agreement among the numbers is
quite poor (even between the previous 193 nm studies). In
part, this can be explained by relatively low accuracies of
all the estimations. Even though the present results were obtained from direct measurements of both channels and thus
can be deemed more reliable, they can still have systematic
errors, mostly from the isotropy assumption. Another issue
is that while all previous studies used vibrationally cold O3 ,
the branching ratios in the present work are essentially averaged over a very broad and peculiar vibrational distribution.
Even though at 193.4 nm this averaged branching ratio is consistent with previous estimations for cold O3 (and actually
lies between them), the possibility that the branching ratios
are vibrationally dependent cannot be ruled out, and thus the
present numbers should be used with due caution.

VI. CONCLUSION

The work presented here is the first direct observation
and dynamical characterization of 3-fragment photodissociation of the neutral ozone molecule. Although experimental
evidence of this channel has been known for almost 30 years,8
it has received relatively little experimental and theoretical attention, despite being a very interesting case of 3-fragment
dissociation into three atoms of a simple, stable molecule, directly related to real-world chemistry.
The Dalitz plots obtained here suggest that the dissociation proceeds by a concerted, and most probably symmetric,
mechanism. It is also evident that excitation of the same vibrational ensemble of O3 at different wavelengths results in
different kinetic energy distributions and branching ratios.
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It should be noted that the photodissociation wavelengths
193.4 and 157.6 nm were used here only because they can
be easily produced at sufficiently high intensities. However,
these wavelengths actually lie close to the minima of the
O3 absorption cross-section.7 Therefore, they correspond to
a mixture of “hot bands” for several electronic transitions,
which causes the observed enhancement of photodissociation probability for vibrationally excited ozone, especially at
193.4 nm. From this perspective, it would be very interesting to perform similar experiments at different wavelengths,
corresponding to maxima of partial cross-sections, for example, at ∼180 nm (∼7 eV) for the strongest absorption in this
region, involving the 5 1 A (1 A1 ) state.
The analysis and interpretation of the present data was
substantially complicated by a broad range of populated O3
vibrational levels in our experiment. Therefore, development
of a method for producing a fast beam of vibrationally cold or,
better, state-selected neutral O3 molecules is highly desirable.
Since the precursor O−
3 anions in our experiment were sufficiently cold, near-threshold photodetachment coupled with
some means to increase O−
3 production and to better separate
O−
3 photodissociation byproducts from the O3 beam would be
of interest. Alternatively, measuring the kinetic energy of the
photodetached electron in coincidence with photofragment
detection57 would help in resolving contributions from different vibrational levels.
The indirect evidence for producing the O(3 PJ ) fragments
in multiple spin–orbit substates motivates more detailed investigations of this issue. This question has been already studied for O2 photodissociation38 using our experimental setup
(with a slightly different detector). The peak separations in
these experiments were somewhat larger due to a smaller
number of possible combinations, and the signals were much
stronger, allowing fitting of the contours. Nevertheless, optimization of conditions in the current experiment might make
such measurements possible for O3 photodissociation as well.
Finally, we hope that the experimental results reported
in the present article will incite theoretical interest in the 3fragment dissociation of ozone. The 193.4 nm case, involving
one electronic state that is nearly isolated (at least along the
symmetric dissociation route), should be amenable to computations using present-day methods. A reasonable description of 157.6 nm photodissociation with multiple interacting
states might require a more complicated treatment with nonadiabatic effects, but can present an even better test case for
non-trivial nuclear dynamics computations.
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